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Welcome 

This book has been created for users of all levels. It follows on from the chapter 
‘Introduction to Objects’ in the ‘Getting Started’ guide supplied with the software. 
Included in this book are projects, examples and known problems together with their 
solutions. 
 
This book is not intended to teach you architecture or building methods and it is not 
intended to teach you interior design or drawing methods. This will book will teach 
you how to use ARCON. How you then apply ARCON is then your task. 
 
The screenshots in this book may differ from your own depending on the Windows 
operating system and product version you are running. 
 
If you need more details on a particular function in ARCON, you should refer to the 
PDF manual on the ARCON DVD or the context sensitive help system in the 
software. 
 
If you experience problems viewing the PDF files found on the ARCON DVD then 
that’s possibly due to you using an older version of Adobe Reader. You can download 
the latest version of Adobe Reader from www.adobe.com. 
 
We would also like to thank Birmingham City Council for allowing us to use some of 
their work as part of our tutorials and Custom Homes Ltd for allowing us to use some 
of their house designs from their catalog. 
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Lighting 

External lighting 

In most cases, to see the effect of the sun casting shadows within your project is 
sufficient. In night scenes you can use the effect of the moon. To generate an 
atmosphere, you can use other light sources such as street lamps.  
 
Setting the position of the sun/moon in relation to your location and time of the year is 
simply done by right-clicking on the Day/night icon in the second horizontal tool bar.  
Then click the Advanced button to display the World location dialog. 

 

If you know your longitude/latitude position, then you can set your position exactly. 
Specify the date and time of day. To see the effects, be sure to set the Variable time 
of day instead of the Day/night option.   

Internal lighting 

The external light sources, such as the sun and moon will 
also affect the internal illumination if you have open doors or 
windows within your project scene. However, most internal lighting is created by the 
use of objects with a light source. Most lamps from the catalog act as a light source. 
You can establish if an object is a light source by double-clicking on it. If it has a 
Light source tab in the Object properties dialog, then the object is a light source. 
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Use the Light source tab to adjust the light color, influence and intensity. 
 
Although ARCON can show the effect of lighting in real-time using the Light 
calculations feature. The best presentation is as a result of running the Raytrace 
function.  

 

Mirrors 

Mirrors will create additional light with reflection and add realism to your project 
scene. You can use most objects as a mirror, just by dropping a material with mirror 
properties on to it. The effect of a mirror can be adjusted by modifying the properties 
of the material that you are using. The actual mirror effect can only be seen when the 
reflections are turned on and the scene has been raytraced. To turn reflections on 
right-click the Raytrace icon and select With reflections.  
 
Although you can use almost any object as a mirror, there are mirrors within the 
Object catalog. (Objects\Bath\Mirrors or Objects\Hall\Mirror) 
 
Select and drag the mirror object into your project like any other object. You can also 
size and rotate the mirror object. 
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Exactly as with other objects, you can also tilt mirrors and use mirrors of different 
shapes and sizes: 
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Walls 

Delete a wall 

To delete a wall use the Select element tool and click on the wall then press the 
Delete key. If it doesn’t delete check the following: 
 

• The wall is in the current building. 

• The wall is in the current floor. 
• You have Walls activated in the Selectable elements tab (activated with 

Ctrl+Spacebar) 
 
If it still wont delete try the following: 
 
From the menu entry Edit - Delete all - Walls, delete all your walls. Note that the 
troublesome wall has deleted. Then press Ctrl+Z to undo the Delete all – Walls 
functions. You should now be able to select the wall and delete it individually. 
 
The action can apply to other troublesome objects that might not want to be deleted. 
 
Note: Always save a copy of your project in case of mishaps. 

Elongate a room/building 

There are times when you may want to elongate a room or an entire building. 

 

First you must select the wall sections that you wish to move/elongate. Dragging a 
selection box around the walls may only select the walls that are entirely within the 
selection box. To change this so that you can select walls that are partially within the 
selection box, press Ctrl+Spacebar, to display the Selection dialog. On the 
Advanced tab set the Partially option: 
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Now drag a selection box around the walls… 
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…will select only the walls as shown: 

 

This action will also cause a new Move plan section icon to appear: 

 

Click on the Move plan section icon and then click again in the plan anywhere in the 
direction that you wish to elongate the selected walls. 

 

You will now be able to drag all the selected walls to a new position. Note as you 
move the walls the angle and distance values are displayed in the status bar. 
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The next click, will cause the following dialog to appear, where you can now enter the 
actual distance that you wish to move the wall: 

 

Click OK will then place all the selected walls in the new position, complete with all 
attached doors and windows. 

 

Cavity walls 

If cavity walls are essential in your plan then it is possible to add them in the Wall 
construction dialog box.  
 
Open this dialog box by clicking the Wall construction arrow. In this dialog box you 
can change the display of your 2D wall plan, for example adding cavity wall details. 
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The file icons (1-5)  to the right of this list enables you to modify 
construction layers in this section: 

1. Save the active settings under a new name 

2. Load and replace selected settings 

3. Save settings in a selected entry 

4. Delete a selected entry 

5. Rename and change name entries 

Wall layers 

The Wall layers section enables you to create new construction layers to save and 
use in your plan. At the bottom of this dialog box three buttons are available to Insert 
layer above, Insert layer below and Remove layer for defining the wall construction 
layers. To define a new one you can also use a pre-set entry to modify or delete 
layers using the above button and insert new ones. Note that there will always be one 
layer left to build on to e.g. wall construction. 

Within the Wall layers section there is a Current layer section which contains an 
input box for the layer name, layer depth, input box, hatching (fill style). 

To produce a construction layer, proceed as follows: 

From pre-set list select Standard. In the Name input box change to Facing 
brickwork and depth to 100 mm or equivalent measurement. 

Click the Hatching arrow to open the Fill style dialog box. Here you define 
the Fill style and also the Fill style color. In the Panel section there are 
standard pattern styles to choose from and clicking the last radio button will 
activate a drop down list of fill materials. Select the material Brickwork 1 
and OK this dialog box. 

Now click the Insert layer below button twice for duplicate layers to display 
under the current one. Rename the middle one to Air cavity and depth to 50 
mm. In the Fill style dialog box - Panel section - click the first radio button 
(Blank fill) and OK this dialog box. 

Click the third layer and rename to Brickwork and keep depth at 100 mm. In 
Fill style dialog box - Panel section - click the sixth radio button (45° 
hatching style) and OK this dialog box. 

When you click a Line type layer the Hatching list in the Current layer 
section will change to Line type. Clicking the arrow next to this will open the 
Line type dialog box where the line style, width and color can be changed.  
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Your layers should now look like this: 

 

Save your new wall construction under the pre-set list by clicking the icon and then 
entering a name for it. Click OK to close the Wall construction and Wall dialog box. 
Your new wall construction will now become the current setting to use. 

Note: A display defined in the Wall construction dialog box can only be viewed in 
2D construction mode in architectural display (menu option View - Architectural 
display - Use architectural representation). 
 

 
 
Note: The overall depth of a wall created in the Wall construction dialog box is 
calculated by the number of wall layers used i.e. the individual layer depths. 
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Windows 

Creating windows with the Windows Macro 

ARCON contains a set of standard windows, which can be modified within limits to 
represent most window requirements.  
 
You are able to create complex windows with the Door and Window Designer Macro. 
Although these windows are not animated like the standard set they can provide 
realistic visual results for special requirements. 
 
1. In 2D mode, activate the Door and window designer entry in the Macros menu. 
2. In the next dialog select that you wish to create a window and give the window a 

name, e.g. Cottage window. 
3. The next screen will then display the window editor where you will now design 

your new window: 
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4. This is the window that we wish to create using the window editor: 

 

We shall divide the window that we wish to design into vertical and horizontal 
components, using the grid supplied. First define the grid by right-clicking the Grid 
icon. 
 
This window has 4 horizontal sections and 3 vertical sections. You will only be able to 
snap a frame or bar to a grid line and should define the number of grid lines required. 

 
The grid spacing in our example are equal 
distant, but they can be any value. 
 
Click the Rectangle frame icon, and draw a 
frame in the top left grid. This will represent our 
top left pane. 
 
In the panel properties set the frames width and 
depth. Click Apply to insert the values. You 
can name this panel if you wish. 
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Repeat again for the top row of panels. Note that our top right panel is two grids wide. 

 

Now complete the remaining 8 panels, so that our window now consists of 3 panels in 
total: 
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Our window actually consists of two frames, so now we will click the Mullion/transom 
icon and place a vertical element: 

 

Save the window in the Eleco\ARCON\Program\Standard\Window\Macros folder. 
Close the windows editor. 
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Now open the Window macro, by right clicking on the Window macro icon:  

 

 

The window can now be selected, textured and resized and placed. 
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Roof Design 

The roof is possibly the most difficult aspect of ARCON, however most roof structures 
can still be visualised.  

Can’t select the roof? 

Are you on the correct floor? You can only select a roof if you are on the floor with the 
roof. 
 
Check the building you are working on. Some complex roof structures require the use 
of multiple buildings. 
 
Is the roof selectable? Ctrl+Spacebar will show you the Snap and select dialog box. 
On the Selectable elements tab, ensure that the roof is enabled. 

Is the roof structure a good design? 

It’s close but the roof structure offered is for visualisation use only. 

Roof problems 

Why do I see grey panels below my roof structure? 

These panels actually represent the interior cladding of the roof. While this is useful to 
be seen from an interior view, it can upset an external view. The following image 
shows the effect when using a roof on a porch: 
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This is the porch roof view with the interior textures showing. 
 
The grey panels are not required. To remove these: 
 

1. Enter into Construction mode. 
2. Press Ctrl+Spacebar and then in the Snap and select – Selectable 

elements dialog click None and then select Skylights and OK. With the 
Skylights set as the only selectable elements you will be able to select the 
interior roof.    

3. Double-click on this section to activate the Interior roof texture dialog box. 

 

1. Select the Invisible option 
2. Select OK 
3. Enter into Design mode. 

 

Note: The roof may exist on another floor, other than the current one, so if you are 
not able to select the roof, try the next floor. 
 
The above example required 4 interior texture panels to be selected and to be set as 
invisible. 
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This is the porch roof view with the interior textures set to invisible. 

How can I create an L shape building with 3 gable ends? 

The roof design will automatically only want to create 2 gable ends as follows: 

 

In order to create a 3
rd

 gable, you must place a break in the roof.  
 
Place a guideline spaced 5 cm from the edge of the building. Place intersecting 
guidelines, defining where the 3

rd
 gable will be. These intersecting points are marked 

as point A and B. 
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Use the Free roof type, select the Roof from polygon marks icon and mark around 
the roof clockwise from the top left. Zoom in by using Ctrl and + to accurately place 
each roof node. Use Ctrl and - to zoom out and the arrow keys to move the around 
the scene. 
 
When you reach point A, step down by clicking on the point 5 cm down where the 
guidelines intersect. Then carry on to point B (also spaced 5 cm from the wall edge).  
In total there are 8 points making up the roof (2 at point A spaced 5 cm apart). 

 

This is the same image, zoomed in:  

 

Note the small step at point A where we want the 3
rd

 end gable. 
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When you complete the polygon the Roof editor will produce the following: 

 

You can now select the lower end roof section and apply a gable end to it: 

 

If your roof does not look correct, then accept the changes in the roof editor and 
return to the Construction mode. Zoom in on each roof node and make sure the 
alignment of the roof is accurate. A slight alignment error can cause problems. Refer 
to 6.3.5. 
 
This tip can be applied to other roof designs, where you want to ‘persuade’ the Roof 
editor to do something else.   
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How can I create a roof end wall? 

The end wall needs to be higher than the actual roof as shown below: 

 

In the Roof editor dialog, remove the overhang by setting this to 0:  
Create the main building and roof structure as normal: 
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Now create a new building. Add a new end wall, on both floors of building 2. 

  

Now create a new roof section on the end wall only. This roof section should be set to 
the same pitch as the main roof. 

 

In the Roof side tab of the Roof editor adjust the h1 value in order to make the roof 
higher than the main roof. In the General tab, remove the textures.  
 
If your roof structure requires such walls at both end of the roof then repeat the 
process for the other end.  
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Why does my roof cut into a wall? 

 

There are two problems with this building: 
 

1. The roof height of the garage cannot be adjusted without affecting the floor 
or ceiling height of the house. 

2. The roof of the garage cuts into the wall of the house creating a hole. 
 
Both of these problems can be avoided if the garage was constructed as a second 
building.  
 
However, usually you will not discover this problem until after several hours of work. 
So in order not to lose the position information on the garage, you can create a new 
building and rebuild the garage over the first one. Points placed in building 2 (garage) 
will snap to points in building 1 (house). Delete the building 1 garage walls after you 
have replaced them in building 2. 
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Note: The common wall between building 1 and building 2 should be created as a 
virtual wall on building 2. This will join all the walls and create a room, providing you 
with a room name, area, volume etc. 
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How do I create virtual walls? Select the following icon from the wall roll out:  

 

Note: You can now set different floor-ceiling heights on building 2 without affecting 
building 1, and thus you are now able to fill the gable end of building 2. 
 
Note also that the roof of building 2 no longer affects the wall of building 1. 

Why do I get a roof ridge in the wrong place 

If you see the following ridge effect in a roof, this is usually due to a badly placed roof.  

 
 
The correct image should look the following: 
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To rectify, select the roof in Construction mode using the Select element tool: 
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Zoom into each roof node and you will see that one node has not snapped exactly 
onto the wall corner: 

 

With the Select element tool, click the roof node until it appears red rather than 
black. Then drag the roof corner node into its correct position and the unwanted ridge 
will disappear: 
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How to create a complex roof structure 

It is often easier to break down a complex building into several simple buildings, 
especially where the roof design may pose difficulties. This project actually consists 
of 4 buildings, each with its own roof structure. 
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Dormers 

Dormers: How to create a rebated dormer 

If you can not obtain the exact roof dormer position on your roof then try adding a 
second transparent roof and adding the dormer to the second roof. Here is an 
example of how to create a ‘recessed’ dormer. 

 
This dormer style needs to be set back into the roof. 
 
Create your main roof as normal. We will refer to this as Roof 1.  
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Now add a roof terrace, which will be effectively our ‘roof cut out’, into which we will 
‘insert’ the dormer. Use guidelines if necessary. 
 

 

 

Now add the wall sides to your ‘cut out’ using the wall tool. Remember to use 
guidelines and disable the grid if necessary. 
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Now create a new building, which we will call Dormer. This second building will exist 
solely to create a roof section into which we can insert the dormer, so it doesn’t even 
need any walls. In Dormer, create Roof 2 using the Free roof type.  
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The roof pitch should be set to 45 deg. the remaining 3 roof sides should be set as 
Gable ends. 

 

Roof 2 is only to act as a support for the dormer and should therefore be made 
transparent. Also remove any textures that may be applied to the cladding. 
 
Insert the dormer into Roof 2. You may have to go back to this step later to ensure 
the dormer is aligned to the walls that you inserted into Roof 1. 
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Building 1: 
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Building 2: 

 

Now enable both building to be viewed: 

 

Using the Block editor add a block to act as the front extended sill of the dormer. 
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The final dormer: 

 

This example shows you how using a second ‘invisible roof’ you can create roof 
structures, which at first glance may seem too complex for ARCON. 
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Dormer roof/gutter break 

How to create a dormer with a roof/gutter break: 
The default setting for a dormer is so that the roof and gutter exist in front of the 
dormer. Later versions of ARCON allow you to remove the roof section and gutter in 
front of the dormer. Select With roof break 

 

 

This option is only available on certain dormer types.  
Note that your dormer front wall must be flush with your building front wall: 
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Attics and Attic Conversions 

The most common asked questions concerning attics: 

Why is my attic/roof on the floor? 

Even an attic requires a floor. So if you have a bungalow, you will require two floors, 
one for the ground floor and a second for the attic. As a rule of thumb, always add a 
new floor named Attic prior to adding your roof.   

I have space in my gable end, how do I fix this?  

This generally occurs after receiving the following warning: 

 

To resolve this you should make the floor height higher to accommodate the current 
roof pitch (or reduce the roof pitch). 

How do I create a dormer that breaks the roof line? 

See section: 0 

I can’t create a ceiling in the attic.   

The floor height seems to relate more to the apex of the roof.  
 
First, you must understand the parameters in the Current floor dialog.  
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If you want a ceiling in the attic you have to define additional floor in your project. 
Therefore, your existing project containing a ground floor and attic, now becomes a 
ground floor, attic and roof space. If you do not create another floor and you simply 
try to lower the ceiling you will find holes in your gable end, which is not nice in wet 
weather. 
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Basements 

As far as ARCON is concerned a basement is just another floor level, normally 
without exterior doors and windows, however this may not be the case with a building 
built into a slope. 
 
You can add a cellar to your ground floor by selecting Floor - New bottom floor. 
Furthermore in the floor properties dialog box, adjust the Height above ground floor 
level to a negative value e.g. below ground level. 
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Split Levels 

Split levels are achieved by using the multiple building function (see next section). 
Create each floor level as a separate building, in turn allowing you to set a different 
floor height for each floor level. 
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Multiple Buildings 

The Building menu is very useful, even if you do not intend to have more than one 
building. For example, you may have a complex roof structure, which would be more 
easily created if your building consisted of more than one building. As far as you are 
concerned you have 1 building, but ARCON will allow you to edit the roof sections 
individually. 
 
Sometimes ARCON may complain that a wall structure is too complex. Simply try 
drawing that wall structure as a separate building. You will normally find that it will 
then work. 
 
You can also use the Multiple buildings feature to add a building layer onto which 
you can place anything, including dimension lines, guidelines, 2D drawings 
representing electric and water services. 

Multiple levels (split levels) 

If your project requires floors to be at different heights then you will need to plan your 
project ahead. Floors at different heights should be assigned to separate buildings. 
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The above design shows a complex roof structure and multiple split-levels. The 
project consists of 6 buildings. Roof elements can overlap roofs belonging to other 
buildings.  
 
This method gives a good visual result but will not reflect the true roof timber 
structure.  
 
The following house actually consists of 2 buildings that share a common roof: 

  

The left building (building 1) has its ground floor set at a height of 0, however the right 
building (building 2) is raised by 0.8 m: 
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To assign a roof over both buildings, be sure to set the Roof over all buildings 
option in the Roof editor dialog: 
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Service layer 

Create a new building that will essentially be a new layer. Call this layer Services, or 
Water or Heating. Activate the 2D Graphics Editor in the Macro menu. This will 
display graphics editor tool icon in the vertical icon bar: 

 

These tools will then allow you to draw pipe and wiring runs, allowing you to define 
the line size, color and style. Using the Visible buildings menu, you can hide/show 
this layer in your 2D drawing at any time.  

 

You can also show your radiators in the 2D plan by placing 3D radiator objects into 
your project.  
 
Although ARCON contains the 2D graphics editor, CreativeLines is an extended 2D 
editor which combined with the 2D symbol library is a better solution. 
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Complex roofs 

Roofs, which cannot be constructed normally with the Roof editor, can often be 
created using multiple buildings.  
 
Here is an example of a complex roof is resolved by using multiple buildings. 
Although the building itself had regular floor heights, creating an additional building 
enabled the addition of the conical towers. 
 

 
Adding a roof to the round towers cuts into the main walls and causes the following 
problem: 
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Resolving this can be achieved by creating a new building and redrawing the roof in 
the new building. You can then build up the wall section that the conical roof insists is 
cut out on the first building. 

 

Copying buildings 

So you have found that your project now requires multiple buildings in order to 
achieve your desired roof design. However by creating a new building, you must 
redraw half of your existing building before adding the roof. This tip will show you how 
to copy your current building by saving it and loading it into a new building.   
 

1. With your current building selected go to Building - Save current building 
2. Choose an appropriate name and location to save your building. 
3. Select Building - New building and name your new building. 
4. Select Building - Load building then locate and load the previously saved 

building. 

Now you can simply delete the elements that are not required in each building. 
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Interior Design 

Floor joists/exposed beams 

You can show exposed floor/ceiling joists. Follow this simple example: 
 
Draw your room. My example is 10 m x 10 m internal measurement.  

 
In Plan view in Design mode, drag the Elements\Bars\Rectangular bar, lying object 

into your project. 

 
When the bar is in the project, double-click 
on the bar, to activate the Object properties 
dialog. 
 
Click on Allow distortion so that you can 
set the beam dimensions to your desired 
sizes. 
 
Set the length to 10 m. Then align with the 
edge of your wall. 
 
Set the Height above floor in the same 
dialog e.g. 2.52 m. 
 

Select the floor joist object and select the Multiple copy icon (not the Copy icon that 
it is adjacent to). 
 
Set the parameters as follows to copy the beam 10 times at a spacing of 99 cm (10 m 
– beam width): 
 

 
 

This will produce the following result as seen in a 3D view: 
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By grouping, copying and rotating our joists we can quickly create a room consisting 
of exposed beams.  

 

Using this method you could eventually define the entire beam structure for a barn 
conversion. 
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Creating own textures 

The ARCON Texture catalog is made up of .bmp files. These consist of the following 
formats: 
 
   Width Height Colors 

Carpets  128 256 256 
   256 256 256 
 Roof tiles 256 256 256 
   138 128 256 
 Bricks  128 256 256 
   128 64 256 
 
The ARCON textures are located in the ARCON Textures folder. This folder contains 
another folder called Exterior, which itself contains folders for Walls and Roof.  
 
Your standard bricks are located in the path: 
 

Eleco\ARCON\Textures\Exterior\Walls\Clinker 
 
Here you will find the 15 standard brick textures that appear in the catalog. (Note that 
these are all standard .bmp texture files). 
 
When creating your own textures, especially with bricks and tiles, remember that the 
pattern must seamlessly repeat. 

   

Note: When the above texture is placed on a wall, the texture almost appears 
seamless.   
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Note that the above texture is not as good as the brick pattern as it is not well suited 
for use as a seamless repeated pattern. The trick is to cut the original image at the 
right point, so that the right edge of the texture matches with the left edge of the 
texture. It is also important that the top edge matches with the bottom edge, and in 
this example we made a cut so that the grout appears only on the bottom edge, so 
that it will match with the top edge (no grout).  
 
Just about any graphic editing program can achieve these results for you, (Microsoft 
Paint, PhotoShop, Paint Shop Pro…). Some graphics packages now include a 
pattern maker tool. 
 
Remember to save your image with 256 colors, and if it’s a brick texture, place it in 
the path: 

Eleco\ARCON\Textures\Exterior\Walls\Clinker 
 
The next time you start the Texture catalog, you will see your own textures. 

Texture creation procedure  

Its important to remember that any texture used is likely to be used to cover a larger 
area than the original texture, and is therefore likely to be repeated in both the x and y 
directions. 

Step 1: Selecting the texture 

As the texture is a .bmp file it can be sourced from either a digital camera or a 
scanner. Some manufacturers may already be able to supply you with a high quality 
image with which to work. It's unlikely that you can get sufficient quality of a normal 
72 dpi image on a web site. Such an image is okay to view in a web page but will not 
be of good enough quality for this purpose. The original texture image must also be 
face on, i.e. not at an angle. 
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Step 2: Edit texture 

Use your graphics program to cut a perfect square from the original image. The larger 
the square dimension the better but it must be at least 256 pixels minimum. A key 
point to the success of this texture is how you select this texture square. You must 
select a pattern square so that the right edge will more or less match up with the left 
edge, and the top edge will match with the bottom edge. 
 
Cut the left edge strip and paste it on the right edge. Cut the bottom edge strip and 
paste it on the top edge. Using the brush tools you must now match in the two strips 
with their adjoining sections.  
 

• Resize the strip to a 256 x 256 if it was larger. 

• Reduce the number of colors to 256 colors (8 bits). 
• Save the image as a .bmp file (if it’s a brick texture, place it in the path: 

 
Eleco\ARCON\Textures\Exterior\Walls\Clinker 

 
The next time you start the Texture catalog, you will see your new texture. 

Adding text detail to textures 

This section is of more interest to tile and brick manufacturers or anyone that would 
like to create their own catalog. You have the ability to add data to all textures, so that 
you can include details such as source, price and size. The most common use is by 
brick and tile manufacturers.  

 

If you include a file called tex.ini within the Texture catalog a tab named Data will be 
displayed as follows: 
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There is only one tex.ini file per folder and it is formatted as follows: 
  

[113003] 
Manuf=Wienerberger 
Article number=113003 
Price=Please contact your dealer 
InfoText=Color/Texture: Red, Work Size: 215x102x50                                              
 
[113013] 
Manuf=Wienerberger 
Article number=113013 
Price=Please contact your dealer 
InfoText=Color/Texture: Red Size: 215x102x65  
 

Where the file name is inserted within [filename] the other data is picked up from the 
respective fields. This display is limited.  
 
The contents of the Data tab is created from an .rtf file found within the same 
directory of the textures. Each texture has its own file associated with it and is free 
format, but has to be created as an .rtf file.  
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The size of the textures can be adjusted in the Resolution tab. Note that ARCON 
must be closed and restarted for the texture size effects to take place. 

Texture problems 

New textures 

I use ARCON to create 3D designs for other people. Although I use ARCON many of 
my customers also use ARCON to view and edit my projects. Quite often I create new 
textures and need to supply these textures to the customer. Where should the 
textures be placed? 
 
The easiest method is to create a project folder and keep all textures together with 
the .acp project file. You then only have to send the entire folder to your client. 
ARCON will search the texture paths defined, but will also search the source folder 
from where you loaded the project. 

Texture paths 

My textures have disappeared! 
 
This solution also applies should your objects or materials also disappear from the 
catalog: 
 
From the menu entry Options – Program - Program setup the following dialog will 
appear: 
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Ensure that the path names are correct. 
 
Note: You can add additional path names. 
 
Please note that any changes are not made until the next time you restart ARCON. 

Creating your own objects 

Objects can be created with for example 3D Studio Max. The o2c Composer is 
required in order to load in and convert 3ds files to o2c objects, which ARCON can 
load. Alternatively you can use the 3DS import function in ARCON if included in your 
version. The Internet contains thousands of free 3ds objects that can be converted 
into o2c objects using o2c Composer. Depending upon the object, the o2c Composer 
is also capable of scaling and changing the textures used. 
 
Many objects, such as chimneys can also be constructed from the base elements 
found in the standard Object catalog. For example you could create a chimney from a 
rectangular block and a cylinder: 
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If this is an object that you could use again you can drag it back into your catalog. 
Note that although ARCON includes chimney and railing tools, we will still cover 
alternative ways of creating such objects. These tools can be used to create many 
different objects.  

Creating a matching rail for the standard stairs 

Although ARCON now includes the railing tool we will still show you how to create 
your own using various methods. These methods will teach you how to create other 
objects within your project.  
 
The ideal solution would be to use 3D Studio Max to create such objects and convert 
them to an o2c object using the o2c Composer. This could then be loaded directly 
into ARCON. However for the majority of ARCON users who do not own 3D Studio 
Max or compatible 3D design tools a solution still exists within ARCON. 
 
The railing shown in the following image was built entirely with objects from the 
standard object library. These elements are combined together and then dragged 
back into the Object catalog for future use.  
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How to create a rail for a spiral staircase well – part 1 

I couldn’t find a suitable object in the library to make a circular rail, but it took less 
than 60 seconds to make such an object in 3D Studio Max. Create a semi circular 
rail, so that when combined two of these objects can create any circumference 
length. Alternatively you can create the rail using the 2D Graphics Editor macro, and 
the Block tool. See how in Part 2 of this tutorial.  
 
Load your rail.3ds into o2c Composer and save it as rail180.o2c, the object file format 
that ARCON can read. Copy this file into your object directory. If you haven’t created 
a folder for your own objects then now is a good time to do so. (Call it My Objects). 
 
When you next restart ARCON you will find your new rail180.o2c object in the Object 
catalog. 
 
Create your spiral staircase as normal. In 3D Design mode, select the Plan view 
 
Now drag the rail object onto your plan, near the stair well. Double-click on the rail 
object, so that you can adjust its size to fit the stair well. Ensure Allow distortion is 
not set before you do change the size. 
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Use the object rotation tool to rotate the rail, so that the end is in line with the rail that 
belongs to the spiral staircase. Copy the rail and rotate the copy to until it fits into the 
remaining section. 

  

Combine the two objects into a single object, using the Group tool. Double-click the 
object to set its height above the floor.  
 
Now add the vertical rails (balusters). These are sourced from the catalog 
Elements\Columns\Cylindrical bar, standing. Drag this into the plan view of your 
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project, placing it at the end of the circular rail. We will now create 36 balusters in a 
circle around the circumference of the rail. 
 
Use the Multiple copy tool to place 35 copies in a circle at an offset angle of 10 deg 
(10 x 36 = 360 deg.). Adjust the baluster spacing and start angle until all 36 balusters 
fit exactly on the circular rail. Delete the extra balusters not required. 

 

Additional straight horizontal rails can also be added to complete the effect. 
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When complete, you can group all objects and if you then drag this object back into 
your catalog, you can save it for future use in other projects. 

 

How to create a rail for a spiral staircase well – part 2 

Part 1 explains how to create a spiral staircase rail by using custom made o2c 
objects. Now see how to create a rail using the 2D Graphics Editor macro and the 
Block tool. We will not repeat the steps on adding the vertical balusters. 
 
Begin by inserting the stairs. Then load the 2D Graphics Editor, Macros - 2D 
Graphics Editor. A new tool icon will appear at the very bottom of the left toolbar 
when in Construction mode. Click the new icon, the 2D Graphics Editor, and select 
the Circle tool. From the sub menu (toward the top of the left tool bar), select the 
Centre of circle and radius option. This will make it easier to align the circles. 
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Starting at the centre point, draw a circle in your project to 
illustrate the inner circumference of the rail. Then draw 
another circle, starting at the same centre point, illustrating 
the outer circumference of the rail.  
 
Select the Block tool and select the Define block option 
from the sub menu. Make sure snap is turned on before 
drawing your rail. Begin drawing using the circles as 
guidelines to snap to as you work your way around. Start at 

one end of the rail, tracing around the outer circumference. When you reach the other 
end of your rail, draw a 90 degree line to the inner circle and trace back to the 
beginning. Sometimes it is difficult to close the block. Right-clicking will join the 
current point to the starting point.  
 
In the Blocks dialog box, set the Height or thickness of your rail and the Height 
above floor. See more examples of using the Block tool in the Block editor section. 

3ds objects 

The Internet contains thousands of 3ds objects, all of which can be loaded into the 
o2c Composer and then saved as .o2c files. In some versions of ARCON you are 
able to directly import .3ds files. An add-on module is available for other ARCON 
versions. You can search for .3ds objects using search engines. Simply enter 3ds 
furniture as your search criteria and you will then see many web sites containing 
furniture objects. Many are free, or free for non-commercial use, but other high quality 
objects may have a fee. 

Room planning example 

You do not need to design an entire house if 
you are interested in only a single room.  
 
Occupational therapists (OT) are people that 
most of us will meet, as we get older. The bath 
that you climbed into for most of your life may 
become impossible to use in your later years, 
or your shower unit may need to be adapted 
for wheelchair use. Occupational therapists 
have the task of designing these changes and 
then convincing their client that the new 
equipment will blend in with the existing décor. 

 
Occupational therapists therefore use ARCON to demonstrate to their clients how an 
existing room can be modified in order to cater for special needs circumstances. Most 
clients are elderly and have difficulty in understanding a 2D technical drawing. 
Occupational therapists therefore use ARCON to plan out a new bathroom and show 
the client a visualisation of the final changes. 
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Using the Tile Planner Macro 

In the Macro menu is a macro called Tile planner. While in 2D mode activate 
this macro. A new tool will then appear at the bottom of the left vertical bar: 

 
This new tool is the Tile planner. Click this tool and three options 
will appear in the sub menu (top of the adjacent vertical menu): 
 
Starting at the top, the options are Tile floor, Tile wall and Tile 
ceiling. You will possibly use this function mainly for tiling walls, so 
we will use Tile wall as our example. 
 

Double-click on the wall edge on which you wish to add a tiled surface. 
You will then be transferred into the Tile planner macro: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Using the tile  tools, define an area, which you wish to tile. Then drag a tile 
selection into that area: 
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Transfer the tiled area back to ARCON  
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The wall, floor and ceiling can be tiled independently. The tile detail is automatically 
saved with the project and can only be loaded with an ARCON version equipped with 
the Tile macro. Other versions will just ignore the tiled area details. 

Adding a vanity window 

You cannot modify the glass texture in a window. However you can insert a plate 
within the window and add a suitable material to the block. 

 

The above example uses the Plate, vertical block (3D object) found in Object 
catalog\Elements\Plates. Adjust the dimensions to fit the window. Add an opaque 
material after placing the plate within the window, otherwise you will find it difficult to 
select the plate. Note that you can modify the material properties of the materials to 
suit your requirement. 
 
To edit or delete opaque materials, hold the Ctrl key while dragging new materials on 
top or while dragging the delete material icon. 
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Exterior Design 

The example in the chapter ‘Basic house design’ in the Getting Started Guide, 
demonstrates how design features can be achieved without the use of textures. In 
this example we created the timbers with the use of standard 3D objects from the 
Object catalog. 

 

How to create quoins? 

Quoin: The dressed stones at the corners of a building, usually laid so that their faces 
are alternately large and small. 
 
We will use a block (3D object) from the Object catalog to create the quoin. 
In Front view (elevation view) in 3D Design mode, drag a block from the 
Object catalog\Elements\Plates into the front of the building. If the block 
insists in laying behind the building then in a plan view, drag the block into 
position. 
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Double-click the block to size it. Select Allow distortion to allow you to change the x, 
y, z values independently. Also switch off the Snap during movement and Use as 
snap target, as you will then find it easier to place the block where you want. Also 
switch off Adjust height (after free fall). 
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Still in Front view, position the block. Switch to the Wire frame with hidden 
surfaces mode as this will often help alignment. You will notice new blue handles 
appear on the object after Allow distortion has been turned on. These handles allow 
you to distort the object; furthermore the red handles allow proportional distortion of 
the objects. Therefore, when positioning objects, make sure you hand drag the object 
without clicking the blue and red handles. 

 

Switch to Right view and you will see the block still may need to be positioned in its 
correct location. We are using these two elevation views so that we can move the 
block in a single plane only. Of course if you are an expert with the 3D mouse, you 
could attempt this in 3D Perspective view. 
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After the block has been correctly aligned: 

 

Now view the correctly placed block in Perspective view . 
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Change to the Front view, select the block and click the Copy function (circled in the 
following diagram). If you right-click on the Copy function, you can define how the 
copy is positioned. 

 

Drag the new block into position above the first block: 
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You can zoom into this elevation view at any time if it helps. Select the top block and 
the rotate it using the Rotate function (circled in the following diagram). Then position 
it in line with the bottom block as follows: 

 

Switch to the Right view and position the block as required. The perspective view 
should now look like the following: 
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Select both blocks, (using the Shift key), and the click the Group function (circled in 
the following diagram). Name the group as Quoin1. 

 

You can now drag this new object into the Object catalog. Use the Copy function to 
copy the group above the first group. (Best achieved in Front view). Repeat this 
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action until you reach the eaves. Now view the correctly placed blocks in Perspective 
view: 

 

While holding down the Shift key, select all the Quoin blocks, and then group them. 
Name this group as Quoins2. Drag this new group into the catalog. You can now use 
this new object and place it at the other corners. Use the Mirror function to mirror the 
object when required. 
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Landscaping 

The landscaping can be completed before or after the house design. If you are 
building on a slope then it is a good idea to specify the ground shape and level first, 
as this may help you make some building decisions. The first step is to define your 
property area using the Define property area tool. 

 

Then use the Set height points option from the property area fold out menu. Setting 
the height for specific points specifies the ground contour. When setting the height of 
each point you can specify the absolute height or the height relative to the current 
floor height. If you need to create a steep slope then you may need to adjust the facet 
length in the Landscape dialog. (Double-click on the ground area in 2D mode). 
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ARCON also includes 10 additional icons that allow you to specify complete slopes, 
hills, plateaus and terraces with a single input. 
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I can’t change the height of my ground floor 

My ground floor has the Height above ground floor level in the Edit current floor 
dialog greyed out, i.e. non editable. 
 
This will be due to you having another floor (a basement?) below the ground floor. 
Change the Height above ground for the lower floor and all floors above will change. 

My project’s on a plateau 

I used the height above sea level values from an OS map and now more of my 
project appears as if it's on top of a plateau. 
 
You should make your heights relative to the sea level contour that your ground floor 
exists on. For example, if your heights vary from 100 m to 110 m and your ground 
floor lies on the 105 m contour, then set you height markers between –5 m and +5 m 
relative to the 105 m contour (i.e. ground floor = 0 m). 

Patio/flagstone designs 

ARCON can also be used for designing your patios and drives, using flagstones and 
other concrete and stone slabs. 
 
Download the free flagstone set of objects from www.3darchitect.co.uk 
 
Save these objects in the following ARCON directory: 
 

Eleco\ARCON\Objects\Outside 
 

So that the next time you load ARCON you will find the following objects in your 
Object catalog: 
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You should have 10 flagstone objects in your directory of varying sizes: 
 

30x30 90x60 
40x40 90x70 
60x40 90x90 
60x30 120x60 
60x60 120x90 
 

There are 2 sets of flagstones: a set with a 1 cm grout border and a set without any 
grout border. 
 
You should select Design mode - Plan view: 
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The flagstones can then be dragged into position: 

 

However if you select the Plan view with Wireframe with hidden surfaces  
you can see precisely where the flagstone edges are located: 
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The objects will snap to each other. This feature can be switched off by double-
clicking on an object and turning off the snap features: 

 

Using combinations of the wireframe and perspective/plan views, you can plan out 
exactly the flagstone shapes and then also view the effects of the patterns. 
 
Use the Copy tool to duplicate patterns. Use the Rotate tool to rotate the flagstones. 
If you right-click on the Copy tool, you can select the copy direction. If you right-click 
on the Multiple copy tool, you can arrange multiple objects with variable offsets. 

 
If you have a digital camera (or scanner) you can create your own textures to drag 
onto the flagstones.  
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Round patios or turning circles 

Use the menu: Macros - 2D Graphic Editor. This activates a new icon in the vertical 
icon bar: 

 
Select the circle function and draw a circle in the 2D plan at the point you want your 
round patio/turning circle. Now, using the Define ground area tool, plot polygon 
points around the circle. The ground area points will snap to the circle providing that 
the snap feature is activated (Ctrl+Spacebar).  
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How to create a swimming pool 

Let’s create a pool 10 m x 5 m x 1 m deep, with a 1 m patio surround: 
 
You can use the following method either as part of a standard project by creating a 
new building, or save it as a separate project and load into a main project later.  
 
Rename the current ground floor as Ground level. 
 
First define your pool area using grid lines and then defining the ground area. 
 
Create a New bottom floor and call it Pool base. 
 
Using the wall tool, add your pool sides to the Pool base: 
 
Add a texture to your pool base 
 
On the Ground level create a ground area cut-out using the Define ground area cut-
out tool so that you can see through the ground area. Do the same on the Pool base 
but with using the Ceiling cut-out tool. 
 
You could add water by placing a block object or using the Block tool in the pool. 
Size the block to the same width and length as your pool, and then drop a blue glass 
material onto the object. 

 

You could load this pool into other projects as a new building however you would 
need to redraw the pool surround in the new project. 

How to create a conservatory 

If you happen to own 3D Studio Max then it would be very simple to create a 
conservatory as an o2c object and import that into ARCON as a complete object. 
Alternately you could create the component parts of a conservatory in 3D Studio Max, 
import these into ARCON, and then assemble them within ARCON. 
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However 3D Studio Max is a costly investment and most of us must use a less 
expensive method. You can use ARCON itself! 

Create a single wood frame 1 m x 2.5 m with glass. 

Switch ARCON to Design mode (use F12 to toggle between modes). 
 
You can drag objects from Object catalog\Elements\Bars into your project (which 
should be empty at the moment, but you will find it easier to place and locate these 
objects if you select Plan view in Design mode. 
 
Now drag the Rectangular bar, lying object into the project. 
 
You may at this point prefer a different background color to the default color. To 
achieve this, right-click the Color + Texture icon to display the Background dialog 
box. Select Constant color and then define your background color with the Define 
button: 

 

I usually find white to be my favourite background, especially when producing 
screenshots for documentation work such as this book, or for use on the Internet. 
 
Locate the bar object in your plan, and then double-click on it. The Object properties 
dialog will appear: 
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Switch off the following options: Snap during movement and Use as a snap target 
Switch on the following options: Allow distortion and Adjust height 
 
These will allow you to resize and move the object easier. 
 
Set the following: 
 

Length: 100 cm 
Width: 5 cm 
Height: 5 cm 
 
Click OK 
 

This rectangular bar is to be the first topside of a window frame for our conservatory.  
As in real life, it's easier to build the frame lying on the floor. We will also copy this 
object to create the other sides, as it's easier than dragging new objects from the 
catalog and resizing them. 
 
To copy the object: Select the object and the click the Copy icon (or Edit - Copy 
menu or use Ctrl+C).  
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You can control the copying properties by right-clicking on the Copy tool. This will 
display the Copy options dialog box. 
 
The copied object will then appear alongside the original object, depending upon the 
options set above. 
 
We now wish to rotate the 
object through 90 degrees, as 
this is to be our vertical side 
of our frame. Select the object 
and then click the Rotate 
about z axis. 

Set this vertical bar 250 cm 
long, by double-clicking on it 
and setting the length to 250 
cm. Actually, we want the 
outside length of the frame to 
be 250 cm so set the length 
of this bar to 240 cm (250 cm 
– 5 cm – 5 cm = 240 cm). 

Now move the vertical bar 
into position by selecting and 
dragging it. Be careful not to 
select the sizing handles of 
the bar (blue & red handles), 
otherwise you will drag the width to a new width. 
 
If you want to position the bar exactly then you can switch to the Plan view in Wire 
frame with hidden surface. 
 
Copy the vertical bar and drag to the left side. 
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Copy the top horizontal bar and drag to the bottom. 

  

We will now group the four objects into a singe object. Press Ctrl+A so that all 
objects become selected. Then click the Group tool (or Edit - Group menu). You can 
then enter the group name in the Group name dialog - Frame 1. 
 
You can now drag this entire frame back into your catalog for future use.  
 
We will now create a glass panel for this frame: 
 
Drag a Plate, horizontal from the Elements Object catalog into the project, alongside 
the wooden frame. Double-click on this Plate object. 
 
Switch off the following options: Snap during movement and Use as a snap target 
Switch on the following options: Allow distortion and Adjust height (after free fall) 
 
These will allow you to resize and move the object easier. 
 
Set the following: 
 

Length: 95 cm 
Width: 245 cm 
Height: 1 cm 
Height above floor:  2 cm 
 

Click OK 
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Now drag the Plate object into place within the wooden frame: 
 
From the Textures catalog, drag a White texture onto this object. 
 
(The plate object will become invisible if you are working with a white background). 
 
From the Materials catalog drag the Glass simple, both sides onto the white plate 
object. 

 

Now Select all (Ctrl+A), and then Group the object and name it Glass panel 1. 
 
Note: You can create your own object folder, e.g. My objects, to keep your own 
objects in. This is best done using Windows Explorer. Just create such a folder in the 
ARCON Object directory, and the next time you start ARCON, your own objects folder 
will appear in the catalog. 
 
Note: This glass panel object is horizontal (lying on the ground), so you may wish to 
rotate it through 90 degrees, and save it as: Glass panel vertical, 250 x 1. 
 
You can then repeat this with as many panels of different shapes and sizes as you 
require. You can also size the grouped object or ungroup to adjust the sizing. Most 
conservatories only consist of maybe 6 different panel sizes, so you can then start 
your own conservatory construction. 
 
The following was made out of just two panels. Note the supporting wall was created 
using the Lower beam tool in Construction mode. 
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There are limitations. You may find it difficult to create irregular shaped glass panels. 
This can be achieved using the Block tool in the Design mode. Some objects 
although ‘coated’ with a glass material may not raytrace as expected. 
 
Conservatory/greenhouse manufacturers can request that their standard panels be 
created as true ARCON objects (.aco) or o2c objects (.o2c), and these can then be 
included as part the ARCON Object catalog. This can be achieved using for example 
3D Studio Max.   

How to create a stream or mill race 

It's best to create the stream as a separate building. 
 
On the ground floor, define your ground floor area. Texture this area with grass. 
 
Create a basement floor using the menu Floor - New bottom floor. On this 
basement floor we will add the walls to the millstream. Use the curve wall function to 
get a natural look. 
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Set the floor height to be 1 m (default is 2.8 m) and then set the Height above 
ground floor level to be –0.9 m. This will then project your wall from the basement 
just above your grass. 
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We now use the Define ground area cut-out tool to cut out the grass that is currently 
filling in the stream. 
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We will now add the water by inserting a block object and then applying a water 
material to the block. 

 

 
The completed canal is ready for to build next to. I suggest you next use a new 
building to draw your actual building on. 
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2D Plans 

Printing plans 

You do not need a large format printer if you need to print A2 or greater sheets. Many 
copy shops and bureau services offer a printing facility. You may also have a 
colleague who can print large format drawings. Install the appropriate printer driver. 
Many printer drivers (but not all) do not need the printer to be attached and will allow 
ARCON to Print to file. You can then send that file to someone with that printer, and 
they should be able to reproduce the output to paper. 

 

Every printer driver is different! 
 
Alternately, you can purchase PDF print software that allows you to print to a PDF 
file. PDF files are easily accessible by any computer with a PDF viewer installed. This 
will also allow you to view the print layout/result prior to printing. 

Using plans for planning application 

Important: ARCON will not advise you on requirements for planning. You must need 
to know what is required for such an application. ARCON is capable of producing the 
required drawings, however you must know what is required by your planning 
department. There are many reference books that can help with this. We also have 
details of architects that use ARCON, who may be able to fulfil your requirements for 
producing plans for building regulations. 
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Multiple view plans 

If you need to create several views on a single sheet, you should use the program 
Error! Reference source not found. that comes with ARCON. This will import each 
view individually and allow you to move the views around the sheet.  

CreativeLines 

This product included with ARCON is not just for architects, but for anyone that wants 
full control on how their completed projects are displayed. ARCON allows you to 
display a single project view per page. If you require multiple views on a single sheet, 
then you should certainly investigate investing in CreativeLines. This product will 
import all your project views and allow you to reposition them. It also has advanced 
2D drawing features beyond those of ARCON and is a brilliant tool for those that wish 
to include cross sectional details of foundations and cavity walls. 
 
See the section for Error! Reference source not found. for further information. 

Printing problems 

I can’t print out my plan onto a single sheet. It always wants to print onto 
multiple sheets. 

SCALE: If you set a scale of 1:20 and you draw a building 10 m long, then you would 
need a sheet of paper 50 cm wide just to display this wall. If you are restricted to 
paper width and do not wish to print on multiple sheets then you must adjust your 
scale accordingly. Remember that the project is likely to be wider than just the wall as 
you will possibly have defined other areas and remember the drawing information box 
in the bottom right. In the Project options dialog try setting your paper size to Use 
printer default and menu option View - Layout view. You will now see if parts of 
your project are off the page. 
 
CreativeLines will allow you to be more flexible with your page layout. See the section 
for Error! Reference source not found. for further information. 

Printing to paper sizes greater than A3/A4 

I discovered a long time ago the virtues of the PDF file, and when I started to output 
my ARCON project to PDF format, all my concerns relating to large format paper 
sizes were resolved.  

Project position 

You will often find that your project is off centre. My projects usually are offset to the 
bottom left. Not only does this look untidy, but also it may cause problems when you 
want to add some landscaping and you run out of space. 
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You can drag an entire project to a new position on your sheet. Just click outside the 
bounds of your project and a red double hatch area appears. You can now drag your 
project to a new location. To disable the selection, click anywhere outside the 
hatching and press Esc. You may sometimes have accidentally activated this feature 
while editing your 2D plan and if you were zoomed in, the red hatching fills the entire 
screen and so it is impossible to click outside this area. Use the Esc key in these 
conditions to de-activate the red selection hatch. 
 
If your project consists of multiple buildings you will find that you can move each 
building independently. 
 
You can also reposition your work sheet. Make sure you are in the Layout view 
(View - Layout view). Move your mouse cursor to the edge of your sheet until the 
cursor changes to a cross hair, now click and hold then drag the sheet into the correct 
position. 

Planning Application drawings 

ARCON is quite capable of producing drawings suitable for submitting to your local 
authority for planning application. If you are not an architect, you will need to know 
what to supply, and we recommend that you still consult an architect to ensure that 
your drawings contain sufficient and correct information.  
 
It is important that you have a good understanding of local practices and methods, so 
that you can match your plans with those of the local planners. 
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You will need to supply end elevation drawings and only ARCON is capable of 
producing these views. 
 
Although ARCON does not display cavity wall lines it is feasible and acceptable to 
supply cross-sections of your wall sections to demonstrate the cavity wall structure. 

Building Regulation drawings 

ARCON is quite capable of producing building regulation drawings, again providing 
that you know what is required. These plans are more detailed than plans used for 
planning application, and are usually commissioned as an extra service after planning 
as been granted.  
 
ARCON will not give any advice and all detail required has to be drawn. Building 
regulation drawings will also need to contain more written specifications, quoting the 
relevant building standards that apply.  
 
ARCON does allow you to add text descriptions to your drawings, but it is 
recommended that CreativeLines is used for larger projects. 
 
Exact drawing requirements vary between authorities, but normally require the 
following:  
 

• Location plan at a scale of 1:1250 

• Site plan at a scale of 1:500 

• Proposed site plan 

• Layout plans and elevations at a scale of 1:50 or 1:100 

• Material details used  
 
ARCON is capable of importing the OS maps as .dxf files. 
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Cross-sectional and Elevation Views 

Cross-sectional views 

 

While in Construction mode, click the Define section tool. Three cross-section sub 
tools will then appear in the second vertical icon tool bar. Click the Horizontal 
section tool. Then on your work sheet, click at the point you want the cross-section to 
apply and a second click to the right.  
 
The Section dialog will then be activated: 
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At this point accept all the defaults and click on OK. A second window will open titled 
Section A-A. 

 

You can adjust the depth of the cross section from within the Section dialog. You can 
activate the Section dialog again by double-clicking on the Section line. A 3D cross 
sectional can be viewed by clicking on Perspective section view icon. 
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Cross-section problems 

When I create a cross-section side/front elevation view the view is not 
centred on the sheet 

Simply drag the edge of the sheet so that you can move the elevation view into the 
centre of the sheet. 

When I create a new section ‘Section E-E’ is created, but I can't see any 
other sections.  

There are other sections but they are current invisible. The procedure in the next 
question will also resolve this. 

I only have a sectional view and can only recover my plan view if I switch the 
sectional view off, which means I can’t see both new sectional views and my 
plan view at the same time. 

If you create a section view A-A using the Entire window in a new view option; two 
windows will be displayed. One containing your plan and the other Section A-A. You 
can hide the section view using the Sections on/off toggle button in the top 
horizontal tool bar or by selecting View - Sections. If you close the section view 
window (using the close X in the window top right) you return to your plan view with 
the section line still intact. Clicking on the A-A line will activate the Section dialog, but 
you can't select the Entire window in a new view option again. If you are 
unfortunate to then select Entire window, then your plan window becomes replaced 
by your section windows and you seem never to be able to view your plan and a new 
section window together again. 
 
The problems arise when you delete the section view window, leaving the section line 
intact. If you really want to delete a section, its best to delete by selecting the section 
line and pressing delete. 
 
To recover from this: 
 
Double-click the Section view, and when the Section dialog appears, select As 
rectangle in plan. Your plan view appears together with all the missing section 
views. Selecting them and then pressing the Delete key can now delete these.  
 
You will now be back to a clean plan and inserting a new section line will start at A-A. 

Rotate the section marker letters 

To rotate the letters A-A, select the letter and then double-click with the left mouse 
button. A Font definition dialog will display where you can change the angle in 
Angle section. 
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End elevation views  

End elevation views are important, especially if you want to submit your plans to your 
local planning authority.  
 
When producing an end elevation view you will notice that you can see the internal 
structure through the windows and open doors: 

  

Although there is an option to switch off the display of internal objects (i.e. furniture), 
this does not apply to stairs, doors and other windows, which can be seen. To 
produce an end elevation view without this internal clutter, simply place a cross 
section line in front of the building and view the cross section. Cross section lines will 
change orientation depending on the click orientation e.g. right-to-left or left-to-right 

 
The following end elevation view can be produced without the internal structure 
showing: 
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Elevation views may sometimes also display additional lines where floor breaks 
occur. You cannot normally remove such lines, however using CreativeLines, you can 
import all your views and be able to edit/delete ant line in a plan or elevation. 

Height dimension in end elevation views 

You cannot use the Dimension tool on end elevation views created in the 3D Design 
mode. However you can dimension an end elevation created using the Define 
section tool.  
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Be sure to select All buildings and Entire window in a new view in the Section 
dialog. You can then use the normal dimension tool in the resulting new view window. 

Missing lines in end elevation views 

You may find that when viewing your end elevation, some lines are missing. Note in 
my example, the ridge of the roof is missing.  

 
This can be fixed by double-clicking on your section and increasing the Depth. The 
depth is the display distance of the section. Therefore if you create your section line 
at a large distance from your actual building, you will need to increase the depth. 
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Photorealistic Images 

Shadows cast by sun, moon and lamps 

This tool can allow you to investigate the effect of light and shadows in your building. 

Printing raytraced images 

Many users will attempt to raytrace a 3D view on the screen and then be 
disappointed when they print the screen view. There are several ways to achieve a 
high quality printed image however the quickest is as follows: 
 
Step 1: Achieve your desired 3D view, using the on screen raytracing facility to 
establish the view and approximate result required. 
 
Step 2: Right-click the Save view icon to display the Save view dialog: 

 

Ensure that you enable Oversampling - 16 times, Edge filter, Raytrace and True 
color for best results. Higher resolution images can also be achieved by changing the 
3D View - Width and Height greater than 640 x 480. Try 1280 x 960. It is best to 
maintain the Width/Height aspect ratio. The higher the values here, the longer it will 
take to fulfil the raytrace, and greater the saved file size. When all required options 
are selected, click OK 
 
Step 3: Now left-click the Save view icon to initiate the raytrace to file. You can abort 
the process at any time by pressing Esc. 
 
Step 4: Load the resulting photorealistic image into a graphic program, such as Paint 
Shop Pro, where you can further edit the image, resize, change resolution. 
 
Images on our web site (www.3darchitect.co.uk) were produced in this way. 
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3D View print problems 

You want to print your 3D view on the screen onto a single A4 sheet, but ARCON and 
your A4 printer insists on printing it over 2 sheets. This is because your printer cannot 
or will not print into a specific border area on an A4 page. This border varies between 
printers. 
 
Activate the Print options dialog by right-clicking on the Print icon: 

 

Set the Output to Current window. Set the 3D Output - Page width to a value 
slightly less than 1. Try 0.99 and gradually reduce until your printer stops offering to 
print onto 2 pages. 
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3D View Options 

There are several view options: 

 

 

The wire frame view will show all line details. 
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Wire frame with hidden surfaces 

 
Color + texture (medium) 
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Color + texture high quality 

 
A raytraced view (with shadows) 
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Saving a view 

You can save any 3D view position for later use.  

 

To save your current 3D view position click the Save view icon. Alternatively you can 
right-click the Save view icon which will activate the View dialog: 

 

You can click on Add view… which will allow you to name the current view. This view 
will then appear in the drop down list, allowing you to quickly move from viewpoint to 
viewpoint very quickly.  
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3D View problems 

Disappearing building 

As I rotate my building, entire sections start to disappear. 

 

This effect can be resolved by changing the Viewing depth range: 
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Right-click on the Save view icon. Either change the Start and End of the viewing 
range or set to Auto calculate view range depth.  

3D Preview 

ARCON includes a 3D Preview button that provides an immediate 3D update of any 
2D changes. This saves a lot of time switching between the 2D and 3D modes. The 
object can be rotated and zoomed just like any o2c object (*.o2c). 
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The Block Editor 

Construction mode Design mode 

There are two Block editing tools, one in Construction mode and one in Design 
mode. This icon is perhaps the most underused on the toolbar and yet it is also one 
of the most powerful tools available. 
 
With this tool you can create staircases, landings, adjacent buildings (as simple 
blocks), furniture and in fact almost any shape that you may want in your project. 

 

The above example shows how to create a set of ‘Y split landing stairs’ using the 
Block tool to create a landing. 2 buildings were used to achieve this. The middle 
room is building 1 and actually consists of 3 floors. The outer rooms are part of 
building 2 and consist of 3 floors. Stairs will only go from floor to floor and therefore 
the landing created with the Block tool is actually sitting on the floor of what would 
normally have been floor 2 of building 1. The ceiling was removed with the Ceiling 
Cutout tool. Combined with multiple buildings, allowing different floor heights, the 
Block tool is an excellent tool to resolve all those split level problems. 

Creating a TV 

Read further to see how to create a flat screen TV and use the skills you learn to 
create other useful objects. 
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Switch to Design mode (F12) and select the Construct block tool on the left tool bar. 
In the Blocks dialog box, select the Outline tab and using the Selection tool, draw a 
rectangular frame around the shaded box to select it, and press the Delete key. 
 
Change the object construction setting to Create rectangular edge. Turn on the Grid 
and draw a rectangle shape representing your TV: 
 

 
 
Now go to the General tab: 
  

• Set the Height to 10 cm  

• Tick Turn vertical (turn on)  

• Select As box (hollow) 

• Change the Floor setting to 8 cm (depth of the screen) 

• Change the Wall setting to 5 cm (border of your TV) 

• Now select the Surface area tab. 

• Change the Base - Interior - Texture to Black (or use an image) 

• Change the Base - Exterior - Texture to Dark grey. 

• Press OK. 
 
To add more detail such as buttons use the Ball layer 90 object found in Object 
catalog\Elements\Geometric bodies\Balls, ball sections and segments. 
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Change the scale to suit your object e.g.1.25 cm). You may need to rotate the object 
using the rotation tools on the left tool bar. The next step is a tricky process and is 
made easier if you work using a Plan view rather than the Perspective view.   
 
Here are some steps: 
In the Plan view adjust the Ball object to the face of the TV, it will snap to the TV.  
Now double-click on the ball and turn off the Snap during movement (this will make 
it easier to position the height). 
 
Change to Front view and position the button (ball) on the face of the TV. Texture 
the button Grey or Black by going to the Texture catalog and selecting Colors/Solid. 
Repeat the process of using objects and textures to complete your TV. Add a logo 
using the text objects. 
 
Select all the objects using the Selection tool and holding the Shift key. Or press the 
Select all button. Group the objects and give the group a name. Then select Objects 
- Save group. You can save the group anywhere on your hard drive however you will 
need to load the object each time. Save the group into the ARCON Objects directory.  
You will notice that it will appear in your Object catalog. I suggest organising your 
groups by creating a new folder in the Objects directory. Call it My objects or 
something similar.  
 
Now you can use the objects in all your future projects. 
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Title Block 

ARCON includes various title block templates containing logos. These are bitmaps 
that can be replaced with your own bitmap logos. 
 
These logos are found in directory Eleco\ARCON\Program\Standard\Logos. These 
logos are a specific size, and so the best way to replace a logo is to load the original 
into an editor such Adobe Photoshop, and edit to your own. 
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Importing DXF/DWG Files 

You can import DXF files to show your immediate surroundings. As an example I 
have used a project created by Birmingham City Council. 

 

This shows an ordnance survey DXF plan that was imported into ARCON. It is an 
area of Birmingham. (Courtesy of Birmingham City Council) 
 
The architect has used the plan to position a housing project and the immediate 
surrounding buildings. The detail of the surrounding buildings was not important and 
so the Block designer was used to define the building outlines. The purpose of this 
project was to establish the effect of shadows of the surrounding buildings on the 
proposed development. 
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(Courtesy of Birmingham City Council) 

Importing town plans in DXF format 

You can obtain town plans in DXF format from www.ordsvy.gov.uk. They have 
several products available depending upon what your intended uses is. Ensure that 
the map you request is available in DXF format and in the correct scale. There are 
many example map DXF files that you can download and load into ARCON to 
experiment with. 

DXF problems 

I can’t import a DXF file. I get a ‘Loading file error’ 
 
There are two DXF format types that you can select. If the AutoCAD file (dxf/dwg) 
type does not work try to import the DXF - file type. 
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Note that a DXF or DWG file will contain many layers, most of which you will not 
want. You can select each individual layer in turn and see what it contains in the 
preview window. When satisfied that you have all the layers that you require click on 
Open, to read these into ARCON.  
 
Double-click on the layer to reset the scale. Remember that you will need to match 
the original paper size/orientation of the DXF file in order that it fits correctly within 
your ARCON project. 
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Macros 

ARCON has the Macro menu entry. The contents of this menu will vary depending 
upon what macros are installed. These macros are (sometimes) independent 
programs that live in the Macro folder. You may not normally know they are there as 
most of them run as if they are part of ARCON. These macros are very powerful as it 
enables a programmer to add and change the way ARCON works without having 
access to the ARCON source code. 
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CreativeLines 

CreativeLines, which is included with ARCON, is also available as an add-on 
application that gives you full control of your 2D drawing layout and contents. 
 
This product is ideal for anyone who wants to get the best out of ARCON’s 2D plans, 
especially those wanting to create 2D drawings for planning application. 
 
CreativeLines will import all views from ARCON and then allow you to present them 
on a single sheet. 
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You can also import 3D visualisation views from ARCON and insert together with your 
2D plans. Sketches from other applications can also be imported to demonstrate 
building methods however, CreativeLines does have its own powerful set of drawing 
tools. 

 

CreativeLines also contains its own extensive set of 2D symbols. 
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Quick tutorial 

The next steps will describe how to import an ARCON project into CreativeLines, then 
layout the various elevations and cross sections. 
 
Load any ARCON project. 

 

We will now create several elevation views that we want to present on a single sheet 
using CreativeLines: 
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The presentation requires showing 2 plan views, 2 side elevation views, a cross-
sectional view and a 3D view. All of these views must first be created in ARCON, 
before transferring to CreativeLines. 
 
First we will create a South view. 

  

Click on the Define section icon and place the cross section line in front of the 
building. The following dialog will appear: 
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We want to create the elevation view in its own window, so select Entire window in a 
new view. If your project has multiple buildings then you will need to set All 
buildings. Pay attention to the Depth setting, as this could be the cause of some 
lines not appearing in the view. Change the Name to something meaningful such as 
South view. Click OK and the following view will appear: 

 

Do the same for West view.  
Then place a section line through the building to create a cross sectional view. If you 
then select the Window - Tile menu, you should see 4 views of your ARCON project. 
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These are the views that we now want to transfer to CreativeLines. 
Click the CreativeLines icon in the top menu bar. If not bundled your version of 
ARCON, you will have needed to have purchased and installed CreativeLines. 
 
CreativeLines will then run (if installed) and will then display the following dialog box: 

 

You can now select each plan in turn to see what it consists of. Each of your views is 
shown. Note however that there will be several entries for your plan drawings, one for 
each floor, and one for each building. If you are confused, switch everything off and 
see what appears. 
 
Disable all entries for Hatching, Text, Dimensions, Guidelines, and Section icons, 
as we are not interested in all this extra information.  
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When you are satisfied with your selection click on OK and these plans will then 
transfer to CreativeLines: 
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Each of your views is referred to as a Plan, and each of your Plans consists of 
several Layers. From the Plans and Layers menu, you can select which Plans and 
Layers to view and which is the current Plan or Layer.  

 

In the Plan menu select the Visible plans to Current plan, and all but the current 
plan will disappear. You can choose the current plan from the drop down list as 
shown above. 
 
Draw a box around the current plan and move it into the position you require. Repeat 
for each view until you have something like: 

 

CreativeLines is a very powerful tool and will allow you to add additional complex 2D 
drawings easier than with ARCON. Other features include improved dimensioning, 
2D DXF based symbol library and many more. You can even import 3D views: 
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Websites and 3D Objects 

Some versions of ARCON have the ability to save projects as HTML. This is very 
useful when presenting projects to your clients as you can upload the HTML project 
and your clients can view without the need to install ARCON. 
 

 
 

By using the Save as HTML page tool, you can select different web page templates. 
ARCON will automatically export elevation views, a perspective view and an 
embedded o2c object (3D object) of your project 3D model. The o2c object will allow 
your clients to view, rotate and zoom into the 3D model of your project. 
 
This o2c object can not only be loaded and viewed via the Internet but also in a 
Microsoft Office product, without the need of ARCON. Therefore you can include a 
3D model of your project within your Microsoft Word documents. 
 
If you are an architect or builder wishing to communicate with your client, you can 
send this object via email, which can then be viewed in Microsoft Outlook. 
 
Although the o2c object is easy to create, it is not always obvious how the object can 
be displayed. 
 
How to display an o2c object in a web page:  
 
Double-click on the o2c object in Windows Explorer. This will load and display the 
object into the Eleco 3D Player. 
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You will be able to rotate a view of the building in a similar way to ARCON. In the 
Eleco 3D Player right-click on the building and from the context menu, select: HTML 
source text copied to display following dialog: 

 

Enter the path of the o2c object (*.o2c file), or if you are not sure, just click OK as you 
can change this later. 
 
If you now load a text editor or the program you will use to create a web page, you 
can then paste the HTML code that the Eleco 3D Player has created which will allow 
you to display the object: 

 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML><BODY> 
<!--StartFragment--> 
<OBJECT CLASSID="CLSID:B1953AD6-C50E-11d3-B020-00A0C9251384" 
        CODEBASE="http://www.o2c.de/download/o2cplayer.cab#version=1,9,9,165" 
        TITLE="If you do not see any 3D objects, go to www.o2c.de to install the O2C-Player!" 
        WIDTH=800 HEIGHT=600> 
    <PARAM NAME=Phi VALUE=139.779388> 
    <PARAM NAME=Psi VALUE=43.999287> 
    <PARAM NAME=Zoom VALUE=0.752843> 
    <PARAM NAME=PanX VALUE=-0.641535> 
    <PARAM NAME=PanY VALUE=0.423367> 
    <PARAM NAME=ObjectURL VALUE="unit9floor.o2c"> 
 
<EMBED 
        CODEBASE="http://www.o2c.de/dl_plugin.htm" 
        TYPE="application/x-o2c-object" 
        WIDTH=800 HEIGHT=600 
        PARAM_Phi=139.779388 
        PARAM_Psi=43.999287 
        PARAM_Zoom=0.752843 
        PARAM_PanX=-0.641535 
        PARAM_PanY=0.423367 
        PARAM_ObjectURL="unit9floor.o2c" 
    > 
</OBJECT> 
<!--EndFragment--> 
</BODY></HTML> 
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If you want to paste the object into an existing web page, then just copy the code 
between and including the <!--StartFragment--> … <!--EndFragment--> tags. 
 
Inserting additional tags can control the o2c object. These are fully explained in the 
o2c documentation and currently beyond the scope of this book. 
 
Note: It is worth visiting the web site www.o2c.com for more inspiration about o2c 
objects. Also check that you have the latest Eleco 3D Player available. 
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external, 3 
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macros, 129 
mill race, 96 
mirrors, 4 
multiple levels, 49 

O 

objects, 
3ds, 70 
creating own, 64 
o2c, 141 
website, 141 

P 

patio, 85, 89 
planning application, 101, 103 
plans, 

multiple views, 102 
printing, 101 

plateau, 85 
pools, creating, 90 

3D, 112 
images, 111 

Q 

quoins, 75 

R 

rails, 
spiral stairs, 66, 69 
standard stairs, 65 

roofs, 19 
complex, 31, 54 
end wall, 24 
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roofs, 
L-shape, 21 
select, 19 

room planning, 70 

S 

shadows, 111 
split levels, 47, 49 
stream, 96 

T 

textures, 
creating, 59, 60 
detailing, 61 
editing, 61 
new, 63 
paths, 63 
selecting, 60 

tile planner macro, 71 
title block, 123 
turning circles, 89 

V 

views, 117 
3D, 113 
saving, 116 

W 

walls, 7 
cavity, 10 
delete, 7 
layers, 11 

windows, 13 
macro, 13 
vanity, 73 
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